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Bar Code: 8595593122489

1/48

Detailed resin interior for a float version of the famous 
Zero fighter. Resin parts of the floor, sides, bulkheads, 
seat and the base of the instrument panel with fuselage 
MG bodies and other details are accompanied with 
prepainted photo etched parts of the instruments and 
seat belts.

A6M2-N Rufe - Interior set
for Hasegawa kit

 

4320
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Bar Code: 8595593122496

Bar Code: 8595593122298

4321 1/48

Detailed resin replica of Nakajima NK1C Sakae 12 
engine that comes with the cowling, exhausts and air 
intake. Intended for a floatplane version of the iconic 
Zero fighter. It contains a PE fret with the ingnition wiring 
and cowling fasteners.

A6M2-N Rufe - Engine set
for Hasegawa kit

All-resin kit of Swedish test jet aircraft in its early 
configuration which was used to evaluate the J-35 
Draken fighter design. In this early stage, the SAAB 210 
had very short nose section. The kit contains decal 
sheet, vacuum formed canopy and white-metal 
undercarriage legs.

  SAAB 210-I LILLDRAKEN 
“Initial Configuration”

1/72  PLT 263
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Bar Code:8595593122472

Bar Code: 8595593122465

1 2 3

CMK 7328 Bofors m/701/72

7327 1/72Focke Wulf Fw 190A-8/F-8  Engine set
for Airfix (new) kits

Airfix have reissued their new Focke Wulf Fw 190A-8/F-
8 in two new boxings. Our detailed engine set is 
intended for these kits. New cowling nose ring with the 
cooling fan and open side engine covers show to good 
advantage the detailed replica of the BMW 801 engine 
with the exhaust pipes fitted to the mounting ring on a 
new fuselage bulkhead. Tiny details are present in the 
PE fret.

1/72

Resin set with two m/70 rocket pods which contained 
Bofors 135mm unguided rockets. These detailed pods 
can be attached to all versions of the SAAB 37 Viggen 
model (the plane could carry up to four of them), but also 
to models of the JAS-39 Gripen or SAAB 105 aircraft.

Bofors m/70 Rocket pod (2 pcs)7328
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Bar Code: 8595593122441

Bar Code:8595593122458

Q72 223 1/72

Detailed resin exhausts for the last production batch of 
the Hurricane Mk.I. The ends of the pipes are hollow. 
For Airfix kit.

Hurricane Mk.I 
- Exhausts /Triple Ejector -Nozzle type

for Airfix kit

Q72224 1/72

Detailed resin exhausts for the last production Spitfires 
Mk. 21, 22 and 24. The ends of the pipes are hollow. For 
Special Hobby, Xtrakit and Airfix models.

Spitfire Mk.21/22/24 
Rounded Exhausts (late type)



Bar Code: 8595593122519

Bar Code: 8595593122526
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B35 096 1/35

Highly detailed resin helmets of Red Army soldiers. 
There is a lining and straps inside the helmet. Excellent 
addition for your dioramas.

Soviet WW II Helmets (6 pcs)

F72 255 1/72

Three detailed figures of German submarine sailors 
taking a rest. These figurines of lying sailors can be 
fitted to our interior sets. Although intended to the U-
boot Typ IXC sets in the first place, they could be used 
also with earlier sets for U-Boot Typ VII. Two of the 
sailors are sleeping, the third one is reading.

U-Boot U-IXC – Sailors resting on bunks (3 fig.) 
suitable for CMK no. "N72011 Front Torpedo Section, 

N72 015 Front Crew Quarters 
and N72 016 Captain´s and Officers´ Ward Room" 


